
Given the intention to use the site as a 

logistics facility for oilfield equipment 

such as OCTG casing and tubing, it is 

crucial that the foundations for the site 

are properly laid. So one of the major 

aspects of construction during June has 

been the site stabilization earthworks, 

which commenced once the top-soil had 

been stripped and the vegetative layer 

cleared. 

Next was to begin what civil engineers 

refer to as “cut and fill” work. “Cutting” 

involves excavating unsuitable (clayey) soil 

and high-lying areas in order to achieve a 

more even level across the entire site. 

“Filling”, on the other hand, refers to the 

laying of more suitable material in order 

to raise the height of low-lying areas 

across the site.  

In terms of quality control, the contractor 

and Project Manager both kept a strong 

focus on when and how the fill material 

was placed. The site stabilization earth-

works have been completed successfully, 

and “cut and fill” work is underway. 

Laying The Foundations …  
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Pic 1: Earthworks to stabilize the 

site  by excavating unsuitable soil in 

preparation for laying of sub-base 

Building the Drainage System …  
Another ma-

jor work item 

completed 

during June 

was the  con-

struction of 

the drainage 

channels for 

the site. This 

involved 

building a “U

-drain” across the front of the site which 

would join the major earth drain running 

across the eastern border of the site. 

For a site of this size (20 acres or 

81,000m2) it goes without saying that the 

drainage system needs to be very well 

built from the onset. To ensure this, the 

areas earmarked for the drainage ditches 

were re-surveyed in order to establish the 

appropriate “levels” and slopes before any 

excavation commenced. With the drainage 

channels having been fully excavated ac-

cording to the survey results, work is on-

going to com-

plete the con-

crete base (and 

cemented sides) 

of the drainage 

channels before 

month-end.  

Pic 2: Filling and compacting low 

watercourse areas with granular 

hard-core material  

Pic 4: Excavation of drainage ditch 

on the east side of the site 

Welcome to the second issue of ‘Oilfield Logistics Base—Development News’, 
the newsletter that keeps you up to date with everything that is going on with the 
development of Genesis’ onshore logistics facility at our site in Takoradi.  

Within this issue, we will be looking at the next stage of the construction process, 
which involves laying the foundations for the new facility, building the drainage sys-
tem,  and installing the culvert crossing at the site entrance—all of this being done to 
an HSE standard in line with internationally accepted best practice.   

Pic 3: Front drain ex-

cavated with sides 

beveled 



 

mixture of cement plus other hydraulic binders, 

water, air, coarse aggregates (gravel or crushed 

stone), fine aggregates (sand), and in some appli-

cations, reinforcement bars, wires and fibres or 

pigments are added. 

Cement, or other hydraulic binders, comprises 10 

to 15 percent of the concrete mix, by mass. 

Through a process called hydration, the cement 

combines with water, hardening and binding the 

aggregates into a rocklike mass. In principle, this 

hardening process continues indefinitely, mean-

ing that concrete gets stronger with age. 

Concrete is also environmentally sustainable, with 

green credentials that outperform both steel and 

timber. 

Installing the Culvert Crossing ... 
With the drainage system including a “U-drain” 

across the front of the site, the design engineers 

have incorporated a reinforced concrete culvert 

crossing at the front entrance to allow access to 

the site. 

In terms of sequencing, the construction of the 

culvert will proceed as follows alongside other 

work items during the month of July: 

 Step1: laying a 25cm concrete foundation 

along the section of the U-drain on which 

the culvert will rest 

 Step 2: placing pre-cast reinforced con-

crete pipes on the concrete foundation 

 Step 3: Installation of timber formwork 

and steel reinforcements around the con-

crete pipes 

 Step 4: Pouring concrete around the pipes 

to finish the culvert, and curing the con-

crete for a fortnight before use. 

Things you might not have known about 

Cement and Concrete 

Although the terms cement and concrete are 

often used interchangeably, cement is, in fact, an 

ingredient of concrete. Concrete is basically a 

Pic 5: Earthworks and soil stabilization con-

tinues 

 

Pic 7: Filling and compacting watercourse 

areas 
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“When nothing seems to 

help, I  look at a 

stonecutter hammering 

away at his rock, 

perhaps a hundred times 

without as much as a 

crack showing in it. Yet 

at the hundred and first 

blow it will split in two, 

and I know it was not 

that blow that did it, but 

all that had gone 

before.” 

GREG POPOVICH 

Pictures are worth a thousand words …  
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Pic 6: Technical consultant (Conti Ghana) su-

pervising a client site visit  

 

Pic 8: Equipment mobilized for earthworks 

Pic 9: Installation of culvert crossing at the 

front entrance of the site 



 

Pictures are worth a thousand words (cont’d) …  

In June, the project achieved satisfactory HSE 

performance, as shown by the following indica-

tors: 

 Safety Observations: 1 

 Near Misses: 2 

 Injuries: 0 

 

Carbon Footprint 

We are under no illusions that to completely re-

place our carbon footprint we would need to 

plant at least a forest or two due to the amount of 

concrete we will be laying for the development. 

However, we are committed to offsetting this to 

some extent. 

Therefore, the site plan has taken this into con-

sideration and new tree lines will be planted to 

surround the site. Also, wherever possible the 

construction team is avoiding the clearing of 

certain old trees—such as the Silk Cotton tree 

shown in the picture above. The Silk Cotton tree 

is one of the tallest variety in western Africa, 

easily reaching 130 feet high or more. 

Improving HSE Performance …  

Reflecting the priority that Health, Safety and the 

Environment takes in Genesis’ operations, the 

development team have outlined a clear HSE 

policy and manual for the project, which is in line 

with the company’s broader HSE policy.  

The contractor continues to make Health and 

Safety a priority. Communication with Genesis’ 

development team around site safety and envi-

ronmental protection remains strong, the aim of 

this being to ensure that the construction and 

commissioning of the Oilfield Logistics Base is 

safe and injury free.  

On site, the following processes are in place to 

safeguard the project’s overall HSE performance: 

 Daily HSE briefings to increase aware-

ness of site workers 

 Rigorous enforcement of site safety rules, 

including with regards to the use of Per-

sonal Protective Equipment (PPE) at all 

times 

 Safety signs put up across the site 

 Weekly HSE reporting, documenting any 

breaches, near misses and/or accidents. 
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“Safety doesn’t happen 

by accident.  Each 

member of the 

construction team has 

a day-to-day 

responsibility to 

ensure that work at 

the site is performed at 

an HSE standard in line 

with internationally 

accepted best practice 

for the oil and gas 

industry.”  

Freda Sam-Jones 

(Consilium  HSE Coordinator) 

Pic 10: Signage on the outside of the facility 

 

Pic 11: Tipper truck removing excavated mate-

rial from the site 

Pic 13: Silk cotton tree pre-served during the 

earthworks 

Pic 12: Site safety signs have been put up 

across the entire site to ensure that workers 

and visitors have a visual reminder of safety 

rules during construction 



Genesis Oil and Gas Services Limited (“Genesis”) is a wholly Ghanaian owned oilfield services company that is focused on deliver-

ing world class oil & gas logistics services and infrastructure across West Africa, with Ghana being our first geographical focal point. 

At Genesis, our people are focused on ensuring that our clients and partners benefit from an unrivalled services package that includes: 

 World class infrastructure and logistics facilities, both physical and “soft”, for companies involved in all aspects of the oil and gas 

industry 

 Sound technical capacity within all of our four key business lines: 

 Logistics 

 Oil Country Tubular Goods—in partnership with Vallourec & Mannesmann Tubes (“Vallourec” or “V&M”) 

 Offshore Marine Services 

 Engineering & Fabrication 

 Excellent in-house understanding of the business environment in Ghana and West Africa, as well as the legal and regulatory 

landscape in the region 

 Deep network within the energy sector in Ghana, as well as West Africa 

“It is our goal and driving ambition to be the trusted partner of  choice for energy 

companies that are committed to harnessing Ghana’s hydrocarbon potential.” 

GENESIS OIL AND GAS SERVICES LIMITED 

#27 Dutchessville, 2nd Circular Road, Cantonments, Accra 

Mailbox:: P.O. Box CT 5067, Cantonments, Accra 

Tel: +233-204-052-346, +233-206-385-154 

Email: info@gogslogistics.com 

Website: www.gogslogistics.com 
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